EMERGENCY PROCEDURE EP-22

TITLE: Loss of Pin Temperature Indication

APPROVALS: PORC (Vice-Chairman) RW Warren DATE 5/3/79

UNIT SUPT.: Joe Kendall DATE 5/3/79

DBW DATE 5/5/79 NRC DATE 5-6-79

ALARA DATE 5-4-79
EMERGENCY PROCEDURE: LOSS OF PRESSURIZER TEMPERATURE INDICATION

1.0 SYMPTOMS

1.1 Temperature indication goes high or low.

1.2 PT-389 on computer indicates "bad" or 5 "?".

2.0 IMMEDIATE ACTIONS

2.1 Automatic Actions.

None

2.2 Manual Action

A. If the alternate temperature indication is good per computer point 389, select alternate temperature indicator on panel 4.

B. If the alternate temperature indicator has also failed, refer to the portion of special procedure Z-63 which takes the plant solid.

3.0 SUBSEQUENT ACTION

3.1 Request instrument department to investigate cause.